Abstract-DV-Hop localization algorithm is a range free localization algorithm in WSN (Wireless Sensor Network).
people also need to pay attention to the limitation of sensor node, such as the limitation of node energy, the random distribution of node and the fickle node environment. However, each localization algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages. We should not only try to improve the localization accuracy, to reduce the time complexity and space complexity, but also try to extend the service life of the sensor and solve the energy saving problem and so on at the same time. Therefore, how to maximize use of advantages and reduce the disadvantages is the ultimate goal of studying the localization algorithms [3] .
In wireless sensor network, the localization algorithm commonly divided into two categories: range-based algorithm [4] and range-free algorithm [5] , [6] . This classification is based on if the localization of the unknown nodes need hardware of sensor node and whether need to estimate and measure the distance of neighbor nodes. Range-based algorithm has higher localization accuracy compared with range-free algorithm, and it usually includes RSSI algorithm [7] , [8] (based on the intensity of the arriving signal), AOA algorithm (Angle of Arrival), TDOA algorithm (Time Difference of Arrival), TOA algorithm [9] , [10] (Time of Arrival) and so on. Although the range-based algorithm can get more accurate positioning results, and can use the hardware equipment to remove nodes which have a larger error, it has increased the capital requirements, these algorithms is not suitable for application in low-cost projects. Rangefree localization such as DV-Hop algorithm [11] , Approximate Point-in-Triangulation test algorithm (APIT) [12] , Amorphous algorithm and Centroid algorithm [13] .
In this paper, we will focus on the DV-Hop algorithm and an improved DV-Hop algorithm is proposed.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the related work about DV-Hop algorithm. In Section 3 we describe the an new improved DV-Hop algorithm added PSODE. In Section 4 we evaluate our proposed algorithm and compared simulation results. In Section 5 we present the conclusions of this work and the next step work in future.
II. RELATED WORK

A. DV-HOP Algorithm
DV-Hop algorithm is one of the range-free localization algorithm [14] [15] [16] . The algorithm flow is as follows:
Step1: Calculate the minimum hop count between the unknown nodes and each anchor nodes.
The existing nodes in the network broadcast all their information to other nodes by flooding algorithm. All of the transmitted information is hop account (initialized to zero) and coordinate information. The receiving nodes record the minimum hop count to every anchor nodes, and add 1 to the hop count. The new hop information will be forwarded to the neighbor nodes.
Step2: Calculate average hop distance between the unknown nodes and anchor nodes.
According to the hop count recorded in the first stage, every anchor node compute the average hop distance by using the formula (1). between i and j . Anchor nodes broadcast calculated average hop distance group with a lifetime field to the network by using flooding algorithm. The unknown node only records average hop distance that comes from the nearest anchor node, and forwards it to the neighbor nodes. After obtaining average hop distance, unknown nodes compute the distance to each anchor node distance according to the hop count obtained in the first stage.
Step3: Calculate their own position by using the trilateration method or maximum likelihood estimation method.
The unknown nodes use the trilateration method or maximum likelihood estimation method to calculate their own position, according the distance of each anchor node recorded in step 2.
B. An Improved DV-HOP Algorithm
Distance vector algorithm uses average hop distance to calculate the actual distance. It's drawback is that it use hop distance to substitute straight distance, there are some errors. In DV-Hop algorithm, the unknown node receives the average hop distance that comes from the nearest anchor nodes, but the average hop distance that comes from the nearest anchor nodes may not have the minimum hop counts. Thus through our experimental group we propose an improved DV-Hop algorithm. Experimental results show that this method can improve the localization accuracy of unknown nodes in WSN. It can be described as follows:  Calculate the minimum hop count between the unknown nodes and each anchor nodes.  Calculate average hop distance between the unknown nodes and anchor nodes. When the unknown node uses the anchor nodes around it to calculate the average hop distance, it selects the anchor nodes in one hop distance around it and calculate their average hop distance value as PJhopSize .
 Multiplying the PJhopSize and minimum hop count, the result is the estimated distance between anchor nodes. Then it uses the differences between the actual distance and estimated distance divided by the actual distance, naming the result as Subpercent .
 Use Subpercent to correct PJhopSize by using the Formula (1 ) Dhop PJhopSize Subpercent    and we can get a new value as Dhop , take the average of PJhopSize and Dhop , name the average as PDhop , and it is the hop distance that the unknown nodes saved.  Calculate their own position by using the trilateration method or maximum likelihood estimation method.
III. AN NEW IMPROVED DV-HOP ALGORITHM ADDED PSODE
The new improved DV-Hop algorithm is based on PSO (particle swarm optimization) and DE (differential evolution) algorithm.
A. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO)
Assuming that the target space is multidimensional, set it as D dimension, there is a group that contains m particles. The location of the particle numbered i is represented by vector notation as a set of vectors like 1
V . In the current location that the particle numbered i is found, the best position is represented as 12 ( , ,..., )
. Finally, the best location that the particle individual finds in all groups is represented as 12 ( , ,..., )
. Particle update formula is as follows: Xt is the current location of the particle numbered i , id P is the best position that the particle numbered i currently searched, gd P is the optimal position that can be found in all the particle swarm, id V is the current speed of the particle numbered i ,
, min V and max V represents the upper limit and lower limit and of the particle velocity [17] , [18] . is the population, t is the current generation. In the mutation operation, each random vector are obtained by the equation (4), 1 2 3 ,, r r r is random numbers that ranges from 1 to N , F represents a weighting factor that ranges from 0 to 2.
B. Differential Evolution Algorithm (DE)
In the hybrid operation, we use the two vectors to obtain the new population 
where （ ） x  represents the fitness function.
C. Particle Swarm Optimization Based on Differential
Evolution (PSODE) PSO algorithm and DE algorithm both have inspired ideas. Intelligent algorithms are generally associated with populations and they have no exception. The obvious difference between the two is the way to generate new individual. In the PSO algorithm, the way to get the best position of the current particle is to find it in the overall population. After finding the best position in the overall population, the particle compares it with the best position it gets now. In DE algorithm, we must first obtain an intermediate population to get the t next generation. If there is individual particle going into local optimum in the PSO population, the particles will take the information that the best particle in DE population finds into consideration to get the position for the next time. The essence of the PSODE algorithm is as follows:
Every time in the process of evolution, by using the exchange mechanism that the algorithm configures to exchange information, we can avoid the value of each population going into local optimum. The particle that generate by using differential operation can guide the evolution mode of the particle. If there is an individual in PSO or DE population that stopped in case of reaching the iteration upper limit, the algorithm executes as formula (7) .
End The Minimum result that obtained by fitness function is represented by F. The iteration upper limit that the Algorithm stopped is represented as p , max min () xx  is the allowed search border [16] .
Begin
Set the initial parameters
Calculate velocity and new location of the Individualin PPSO
Calculate velocity and new location of the Individualin DE
Compare Gbest (PSO) and Gbest (DE) to get the better value and set it as the initial value in PPSO and PDE in the next step of evolution. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The main steps is as follows:
Step 1: Set the initial parameters: population size is M , the iteration upper limit value is max t , the control factor is  , F represents the scaling factor, the solution precision is  , the upper limit of Inertia weight value is start w , the lower limit of Inertia weight value is end w , the acceleration factor is set as 1 c , 2 c , mutation probability is set as CR .
Step 2: Divide the population into two populations as PPSO and PDE, set the initializing position in different areas.
Step 3: Calculate velocity and new location of the particle in PPSO based on formula Step 2, Step 3 .
Step 4: Calculate individual velocity and the new location in PDE according to the formula Step 4, Step 5, Step 6.
Step 5: Select the best individual Gbest (PSO) in PPSO, select the best individual Gbest (DE) in PDE.
Step 6: Compare Gbest (PSO) and Gbest (DE) to get the better value and set it as the initial value in PPSO and PDE in the next step of evolution.
Step 7: If there is an individual that has stopped, the algorithm execute as the formula Step 7.
Step 8: Record the best value in all groups currently, when the algorithm reaches the iteration upper limit or meets the precision values we require. The algorithm terminates. Otherwise, proceed to Step 3 and continue.
Begin Initialization
Using the improved localization algorithm to calculate the coordinates of the unknown nodes.
Take these coordinate values as initial values and use them into PSODE algorithm.
The estimating coordinate values will be divided into two parts, the first part of the particles execute by using PSO algorithm, the second part of the particles execute by using differential evolution algorithm.
In every the process of evolution, by using the exchange mechanism that the algorithm configures to exchange information, we can avoid the value of each population going into local optimum.
End
Calculate the velocity and new location in the two parts of particles and select the best individual to be the basis of next evolution in executive result of the two parts.
When the algorithm reaches the iteration upper limit or meets the precision values we require, the algorithm is terminated.
The particle that generate by using differential operation can guide the evolution mode of the particle. 
D. The Procedures of the New Algorithm
In order to make the result of the improved DV-Hop algorithm more accurate, we propose an improved method. After the unknown nodes calculated their own estimated coordinate values by using the improved DVhop algorithm, the PSODE algorithm is applied to the values to improve the localization accuracy.
These estimated coordinate values are divided into two parts. The first part of the particles execute by using part of the particles execute by new locations of the particles in these two parts are calculated separately and the best individual is selected from the executive results of the two parts to be the initial value of the next evolution. When reaching the iteration upper limit or meeting the accuracy requirements, the algorithm terminates.
The specific procedures can be described as follow:  The unknown nodes use the improved DV-hop algorithm to calculate their own estimating coordinate values.  Take these coordinate values as initial values and use them into PSODE algorithm. The estimating coordinate values will be divided into two parts, the first part of the particles execute by using PSO algorithm, the second part of the particles execute by using differential evolution algorithm.
 Calculate the velocity and new location in the two parts of particles and select the best individual to be the basis of next evolution in executive result of the two parts.  When the algorithm reaches the iteration upper limit or meets the precision values we require, the algorithm is terminated.  In every the process of evolution, by using the exchange mechanism that the algorithm configures to exchange information, we can avoid the value of each population going into local optimum.  The particle that generate by using differential operation can guide the evolution mode of the particle. The flowchart of the improved algorithm based on PSODE is shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. The Configuration of Experimental Environment
The experiments are carried out based on MATLAB. We use WIN7 operating system. In the 150 * 150 simulation area, 150 nodes scatter randomly, the anchor node number is 40, the communication radius is 30, The black * represents unknown nodes and red * represents anchor nodes. The distribution of Sensor nodes is shown in Fig. 3 . In the case of increasing the communication radius, the improved DV-HOP algorithm added PSODE is better than the improved DV-HOP algorithm in localization accuracy.
 Compare the localization error in conditions of different density of sensor nodes In the experimental area, the communication radius is 40, The proportion of anchor nodes is 30%. The node number is 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, the experimental results is shown in Fig. 6 . In the case of increasing the node density, the improved DV-HOP algorithm added PSODE is better than the improved DV-HOP algorithm in localization accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we further studied the traditional DVHop algorithm and an improved DV-Hop algorithm. Based on making the result of the improved DV-Hop algorithm more accurate, we propose a new method. Simulation results show that the new method has improved the positioning accuracy of the node significantly in WSN compared with the improved DVHop. However, the algorithm still has some deficiencies, such as the positioning problem of isolated nodes, communication overhead, etc. Therefore, about issue of node localization in WSN, we will do further research.
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